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There are a thousand things that can disrupt your business.

Every business has a responsibility to its employees 
to be prepared in the event of a disaster. 

Floods, fire, communication outage, power failure, 
hurricanes and other disasters - natural or man-made, 
cannot be predicted…but you can plan for your 
response.
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Disaster Recovery
Is this what comes to mind?

The Reality. 
Disasters happen everyday. Not just on the Weather Channel.

A/C Failure
Acid Leak
Asbestos
Bomb Threat
Bomb Blast
Brown Out
Burst Pipe
Cable Cut
Chemical Spill
CO Fire
Condensation
Construction
Coolant Leak
Cooling Tower Leak
Corrupted Data
Diesel Generator
Earthquake
Electrical Short
Epidemic

Evacuation
Explosion
Fire
Flood
Fraud
Frozen Pipes
Hacker
Hail Storm
Halon Discharge
Human Error
Humidity
Hurricane
HVAC Failure
H/W Error
Ice Storm
Insects
Lightning
Logic Bomb
Lost Data

Low Voltage
Microwave Fade
Network Failure
PCB Contamination
Plane Crash
Power Outage
Power Spike
Power Surge
Programmer Error
Raw Sewage
Relocation Delay
Rodents
Roof Cave In
Sabotage
Shotgun Blast
Shredded Data
Sick building
Smoke Damage
Snow Storm

Sprinkler Discharge
Static Electricity
Strike Action
S/W Error
S/W Ransom
Terrorism
Theft
Toilet Overflow
Tornado
Train Derailment
Transformer Fire
UPS Failure
Vandalism
Vehicle Crash
Virus
Water (Various)
Wind Storm
Volcano

Disasters can cripple a business.
Statistics don’t lie.
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Headlines

Sarbanes Oxley

Investors

IDA Bylaw 17-19

Customers

Federal Regulators

Suppliers

Title 18

501b

Community Leaders

HIPPA/HIPA

Patriot Act

Auditors

CIPA

NASD-NYSE Regulations

FISMA

And many more…

Why Should You be Prepared?
Business recovery is an important topic today. 
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Why Should You be Prepared?
Preparation - Proactive vs. Reactive.

-Meeting the needs of customers

-Fulfilling responsibilities to investors

-Protecting market share

-Protecting the long-term health of the business

-Fulfilling regulatory requirements

Preparation is the difference between going down and going out.

Why Should You be Prepared?
Being prepared gives you a competitive advantage.

-Retains business

-Attracts new business

-Assures financial and operational stability

-Sets an example for your customers

-Demonstrates enhanced level of sophistication

-Assures that you deliver on your promises

-Provides opportunity for post-catastrophe growth

66%

28%

6%

Yes No Don't Know

The Reality
Who has a plan?

240 Companies Surveyed:

• 34% no plan or unsure

• 28% experienced a complete 
shutdown of key business 

operations.
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Category History:
Big business. Complex. Expensive solutions.

Disaster Recovery
Category History

•Business Continuity planning has traditionally been:

-Expensive

-Time-consuming

-IT driven

-Available only to Fortune 1000 companies

Disaster planning has traditionally been more common at Fortune 
1000 companies. 

But there are relatively low-cost steps that even a small company 
with limited funds can take.

Disaster does not have to mean the end for a small business.

“Picking up the Pieces”, San Francisco Chronicle, September 10, 2005 
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Mobile Recovery Case Study
Lessons Learned

What is Mobile Recovery?

Brings the recovery close to the business so employees don’t 

have to leave their homes and families. 

Mobile recovery eliminates the challenges of remote recoveries:

•Stress of relocation

•Separation from family

•Financial concerns

-Self-Contained

-Comprehensive

-Location of Choice-Flexible

-Turn-key-Affordable

What is Mobile Recovery?
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The Scenario
Two businesses, two responses. 

•Less than 100 employees

•Approximately 10,000 customers 

•Contracted for mobile recovery 
months prior event 

•Crisis Management Plan

• Less than 100 employees

• Approximately 4,000 customers 

• Contracted for mobile recovery 
months prior event

• No Crisis Management Plan

Business BBusiness A

The Scenario
Two businesses, two responses. 

Where did they stand? 

Both companies contracted mobile recovery months prior to the event to 

develop a mobile recovery plan which included:

-Mobile Office

-Satellite Voice and Internet
-Power Generation

-Computer Hardware

All of these assets and resources included a promise to be delivered to 

the recovery location of choice within 48 hours.

The Recovery
Two businesses, two responses.

Within days of the event, both businesses were:

•Restored in mobile offices in an alternate location

•Able to connect to customers and suppliers

But there were critical differences between the two recoveries…
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What did we learn?
Two businesses, two responses. 

-Out of touch for a week

-Management confusion about roles 
and responsibilities

-Sporadic communication with only top-

of-mind clients

-Making long-term management 

decisions on the fly

-No media plan – relied on vendor to 
handle

-Had plan to reach employees

-Knew management roles and 
responsibilities

-Knew how to contact customers and 

vendors

-Instilled confident in employees, clients 

and vendors

-Had plan for using mobile unit with 2nd 
permanent location. “Command Center”

-Had PR and media plan in place

Business B
No Crisis Management Plan

Business A
Crisis Management Plan

What did we learn?
People

•Well defined Crisis Plan

•Single point of contact (Crisis Manager)

•Voice notification capability

•Spouse and/or closest relative contact information

•Have cash on hand

•Outsource payroll

•Mobile Recovery hope & purpose

What did we learn?
People

What is a Crisis Management Plan?

•Assures fluid, continuous operations in an emergency 

•Facilitates smooth transition between normal business 

operations and catastrophe response

Put simply, a crisis management plan assures:

•Effective coordination of activities among involved employees

•Clear instructions for all in the event of a catastrophe

•Continuity of operations during and immediately after the crisis
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What did we learn?
People

What questions will a Crisis Management Plan answer?

•Does my organizational structure change during a disaster? 

•Who works from mobile unit vs. from home vs. from 2nd location? 

•What new roles (if any) will management take on? 

•Who will coordinate client and supply chain communications? 

•Who will coordinate employees, partner and investor communications?

•What are my business objectives at time of disaster? 

•What is my long-term recovery timeline? 

•What is are my long-term recovery objectives?

A Crisis Management Plan addresses:

•Notification

•Clients

•Supply chain partners

•Media

•Development of Emergency

Operations Command Center

•Employee needs

What did we learn?
People

Mobile Recovery gives people a sense of hope and 
purpose:

“I found out the equipment was already en route and I could 

go back to locating my employees and finding temporary 

housing.”

Having critical functions restored allowed:

•Owners/Executives to focus on the needs of employees
•Employees to contact loved ones

What did we learn?
People
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What did we learn?
Technology

•Backup data in offsite location in alternate city

•Alternate technology vendors

•Bring recovery close to home

•Third party offsite email vendor

•Paper records  (imaging) 

•Ensure vendors have a plan

•Plan for returning home

What did we learn?
Communications

•Multiple vendors

•Multiple communications options 

•Hardcopy company directories at site

•Consistent employee communication 
plan

•ISP contingency plan 

•Protect IT and business

What did we learn?
Power

•Extra flashlights and 
batteries in disaster recovery 
kit

•Program for voice on diesel
•Adequate amount of fuel 
and supplier for generators

•Address power issues

•Power and plan for 
department servers
•Have back-up power source
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What did we learn?
Preparation pays

“We were able to secure almost $5 million worth of 
new business.”

While some organizations were struggling to get 
back on their feet, the ones that were recovered and 
up and running were able to secure new business 
and contracts with little competition.

What did we learn?
Get started today.

“I’m supposed to be the go-to guy in times of crisis. I 
can’t do anything for them [clients]. I can’t do anything 
for myself. Do you know what that feels like?”

-Virgil Johnson, Owner, New Orleans Insurance Agency

Another business affected by Hurricane Katrina

What did we learn?
Prevention and preparation are key to a successful recovery.

There are concrete steps that any business can take to 
prepare for an interruption. 

Where do you begin?
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Getting Started
What is a recovery plan?

•Ongoing, step-by-step process

•Supported and funded by senior management

•Identifies the impact of potential losses

•Plans for mitigating, responding to and recovering 
from an emergency.

•Ensures continuity of services through

personnel training, plan testing, and maintenance.

•In most cases, one or two people will do the bulk of the work. 

•Others may serve in an advisory role.

•Solicit input from all areas of the company.

•Have all participants appointed in writing by upper management.

•Establish clear authority for group leader(s).
-FEMA Emergency Management
Guide for Business and Industry

Getting Started
Who should build the plan?

Getting Started
Who should build the plan?

Emergency 
Manager

Medical

Fire & Police

Community

Marketing

Public Relations

Communications

Maintenance

Engineering

Legal

IT and Data

Finance

Support

Human 
Resources

Upper 
management

Management & 
Personnel

Planning 

Officer  or 
Team

Sample Planning 
Team Diagram
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Step One: Getting Started
Take a good look at your business. 

What functions are 

critical to the day-
to-day operation of 

my business?

How long can my 
organization 

withstand an 
interruption?

Accounting

Management

Customer
Service

Sales &

Marketing

Operations

Human 

Resources

Critical
Functions

Getting Started
How long will it take? How much will it cost?

Establish a work schedule and planning 

deadlines. Timelines can be modified as 
priorities become more clearly defined.

Develop an initial budget for things such as:

•Research
•Printing
•Seminars
•Consulting services

Step One: Getting Started
Take a good look at your business. 

The number of declared disasters nearly doubled in the past decade. Learn 

the types of emergencies that might affect your company, city or region.
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Step Two: Getting Started
Put it on paper. 

Create 

Lists

Employee
24-Hour
Phone
Tree

Key
Suppliers

Clients

Legal
Financial 
Insurance

Data
Back-up

Information

Utilities
Power
Phone

Plumber
Repairs

Clean up

Step Two: Getting Started
Put it on paper. 

Planned and documented emergency procedures:

•Evacuation

•External/Internal Communication

•Crisis Management

•Emergency Shelter

•Emergency Planning

•Data Retrieval

•Technology

Step Two: Getting Started
Put it on paper. 

Evacuation

Plan should not only include steps for exiting the facility 
but in some cases the entire region.
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Plan for Emergency 
Communications

•Phone tree

•Password protected web page 

•Email alert system

•Call-in recording system

•Clients and key vendors 

communications

•Media plan

Step Two: Getting Started
Put it on paper. 

Create a Crisis Management Plan

Flexibility and preparation is key to weathering any 

catastrophe:

•Appoint Crisis Management Leader or Team

•Plan for Emergency Command Center

•Integrate Communications Plan

•Plan for employee response

Step Two: Getting Started
Put it on paper. 

Step Two: Getting Started
Put it on paper. 

Emergency Shelter

•Employee education: safest place to “ride out the storm.”

•Business Relocation: consider temporary housing for employees.
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Step Two: Getting Started
Put it on paper. 

Technology

•Identify the technology infrastructure 

for each critical business function.

•Software and licensing requirements

•Internet connectivity

Step Two: Getting Started
Put it on paper. 

Data Retrieval

•Off-site storage 

•Scanning documents

Remember, data is useless if you’ve got no 
office or technology.

Step Two: Getting Started
Put it on paper. 

Alternate Facility

•Develop relationships with other companies

•Consider mobile recovery

Does your company have multiple locations? Are those 

locations equipped to house additional staff and technology?
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Step Three: Getting Started
Test and Re-evaluate. 

Put It On Paper

Test, 

Evaluate,
Revise

Assess Your

Business

•Test your plan annually 

at a minimum

•Revise your plan as 

necessary for changes , 

especially technology 
and personnel.

•Re-educate employees 
with any changes.

Where are you on this path?

Current 

Capabilities

Understand 

Risks

Evaluate 
Preparedness

Plan for 

Preparedness

Gain Approval

Implement 

Preparedness 
Program

Preparedness Goals

There are a thousand things that can disrupt your business.

You can’t plan for every eventuality – but you can mitigate 
your risk.

Get started planning today. 


